Spectroscopy and Defect Identification for Fluorinated Carbon Nanotubes


Multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) were exposed to a CF$_4$ radio-frequency (rf) plasma. High-resolution photoelectron spectroscopy shows that the treatment effectively grafts fluorine atoms onto the MWCNTs, altering the valence electronic states. Fluorine surface concentration can be tuned by varying the exposure time. Evaporation of gold onto MWCNTs is used to mark active site formation. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy coupled with density functional theory (DFT) modelling is used to characterise the surface defects formed, indicating that the plasma treatment does not etch the tube surface. We suggest that this combination of theory and microscopy of thermally evaporated gold atoms onto the CNT surface may be a powerful approach to characterise both surface defect density as well as defect type.

1. Introduction

Fluorination is a promising method for expanding the use of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) to several areas where the tailoring of properties such as wettability, adhesion, chemical stability, permeation, electrical conductivity, and biocompatibility are important.[1] Due to fluorine’s high electronegativity, fluorination drastically modifies the nanotube surface chemistry, changing the electronic properties depending on the degree of fluorination and the specific addition pattern of the fluorine atoms on the nanotube surface. In fluorinated graphite, the electrical conduction can be enhanced by promoting ionic bonding between fluorine and carbon atoms that increases the number of hole carriers, whereas covalent bonding produces a decrease in the overall carrier concentration.[2] In CNTs, different fluorine addition patterns occur for gas phase fluorination depending on the functionalization temperature: below 200°C the pattern approaches C$_4$F, increasing to a maximal C$_2$F surface coverage between around 250°C and 300°C, and with temperatures above ~300°C destruction of the nanotube lattice where coverage can approach C.[3, 4] The electrical conductivity of CNTs was reported to decrease after gas-phase fluorine functionalization; while pristine CNTs were good conductors, tubes fluorinated at temperatures of 250°C and above were insulators.[3–7] By using density functional calculations, Ewels et al.[8] showed that this transition temperature arises from the surface migration barrier for fluorine atoms on tube surfaces, to pass through next-neighbour sites which blocks dense packing and fluorine banding at low temperatures. This was associated to the transition from “semi-ionic” low-coverage to covalent high-coverage fluorination.[8, 9] Surface fluorine atoms were found to migrate rapidly at low temperatures before pairing up at third-neighbour spacing. We note that the term “semi-ionic” sometimes applied to this phase is somewhat misleading, because although the C–F bonds are dilated, they remain covalent in this arrangement.[8] For this reason, rather than using the terms “semi-ionic” and covalent for these different bonding arrangements, we prefer low- and high-density packing respectively. Fluorine coverage at the third neighbour is limited to a maximum F/C surface ratio of 0.25. As the temperature reaches ~200–250°C, fluorine can overcome the activation barrier associated with adopting the energetically less favourable second-neighbour configuration, enabling a phase with close packing at the first neighbour, until finally arriving to a F/C ratio of 0.5 under further fluorine addition.[8]

Fluorination in fluorine gas generally results in a high reaction ratio and a deep penetration into carbon-related materials which prevents a good control of sidewall fluorination.[10] In this context, plasma fluorination has the potential to limit the fluorination area to the external surface of the nanotubes if performed at room temperature; in addition it requires a reaction time orders of magnitude shorter than other fluorination methods.[11, 12] Earlier, we showed that CF$_4$ rf plasma treatment performed at low applied power grafts fluorine atoms at the CNT surface without inducing significant etching, nevertheless...
the number of active sites for metal nucleation at the CNT surface increased. It remains unclear exactly which surface defect species are produced in such potentially aggressive surface treatments and whether they are associated with etching of surface carbon atoms. It is one of our aims to clarify this question.

Herein, CF₄ plasma functionalization of multiwall carbon nanotubes are investigated by combining high-resolution X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy with high-resolution electron microscopy and density functional calculations. In the plasma the non-reactive CF₄ gas is converted into highly reactive fluorine species that are accelerated by the electric field and interact with the CNTs. The evolution of the F/C ratio for increasing functionalization time and the nature of the C–F bonds is studied by high-resolution synchrotron based X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and the integrity of the surface is evaluated by high-resolution electron microscopy. Defect labelling is attempted by evaporating gold atoms onto the CNT surface and quantified by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM). The dispersion of metal clusters that weakly interact with the CNT surface (such as gold) can be used to monitor the presence of active sites such as morphological and/or chemical defects as well as their distribution. On the graphitic surface, transition-metal atoms are mobile and form clusters as the cohesive energy of these metals is much larger than the adsorption enthalpy—nucleation is characterized by diffusion-limited aggregation. The nucleation centres were reported to be defects (chemical or structural) at the surface, but it is not a priori obvious what such surface defect species will be. In order to understand the interaction between gold and different fluorinated defect species, we used density functional calculations to model a range of fluorinated surface defects on both pristine and etched graphene sheets, and examined their interaction with individual gold atoms.

**Experimental Section**

Samples were prepared using commercial MWCNT powder (average inner diameter: 5 nm, outer diameter: 15 nm, corresponding to 14 or 15 concentric layers and an average length of ca. 20 μm) synthesized via catalytic chemical vapour deposition (CCVD). The functionalization was performed by inductively coupled plasma at the RF frequency of 13.56 MHz. A controlled flow of CF₄ was introduced inside the chamber; the treatment was performed at gas pressure of 0.1 Torr, using 10 W.

Samples for XPS, ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) and TEM were plasma-treated simultaneously: for the XPS and UPS analysis the MWCNT powder was supported on a copper conductive tape suitable for ultra-high vacuum. For TEM analysis the CNT powder was dispersed in ethanol and the solution was dropped onto a lace-like carbon film supported by a copper grid. The samples were treated on their support in order to avoid post-treatment contamination.

Gold was thermally evaporated from a gold wire. A quartz balance was used to calibrate the evaporation rate with an accuracy of 0.2 Å min⁻¹.

**Table 1.** Parameters used for the plasma treatment of MWCNTs, together with the F/C ratio evaluated by XPS and the actual surface coverage on the outer wall. Samples were treated using a RF-plasma at CF₄ gas pressure of 0.1 Torr and 10 W. The F/C ratio as determined by XPS includes contribution of photoelectrons belonging to the two outer walls, so the quoted fluorine/carbon ratio of the surface is twice the measured F/C ratio.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Treatment time [s]</th>
<th>F/C (XPS)</th>
<th>F/C ratio coverage of the outer wall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HRTEM was performed using a Philips CM30 microscope at 200 kV. The changes induced in the CNT electronic states due to the grafting of fluorine atoms by the rf plasma treatment were investigated by XPS. X-ray photoemission experiments were performed at UE56 beam line BESSY II (Berlin) using the Mustang end-station. The nominal resolution of the system (source plus analyzer) was 0.1 eV. Photon energies were selected so that all spectra were recorded at similar kinetic energies corresponding to high surface sensitivity, namely 400 eV for recording C 1s, 800 eV for F 1s, and 110 eV for valence bands. The selected photon energy for valence band studies, together with a favourable cross-section ratio, lead to a higher contribution of the fluorine states on the valence band spectra. The Au 4f₇/₂ peak at 84.0 eV binding energy, recorded on a reference sample, was used for calibration of the binding energy scale.

Density Functional calculations within the Local Density Approximation are carried out on an 8 × 8 supercell of graphene, that is, a monolayer of 128 carbon atoms. Fully spin-polarized single k-point calculations were geometrally optimized from multiple possible starting structures. Hartwigsen–Goedecker–Hutter (IGH) relativistic pseudopotentials were used for all atoms. Atom-centered Gaussian basis functions were used to construct the many-electron wave function with angular momenta up to ℓ = 2. Electronic level occupation was obtained using a Fermi occupation function with kT = 0.04 eV. In the energy analysis that follows, absolute binding energies are defined as the difference in energy between the relaxed combined system, and that of the isolated perfect graphite sheet and a single isolated metal atom (s = 1), unless stated otherwise.

### 2. Results

We first characterise the results of the fluorination treatment using photoelectron spectroscopy. Table 1 presents the parameters used for the plasma treatment and the resulting F/C ratio evaluated by XPS analysis. As mentioned before, the photon excitation energy was chosen to generate photoelectrons with kinetic energy of the order of 100 eV (high surface sensitivity). At this kinetic energy, the inelastic electron mean free path was reported to be ~5 Å. Therefore, considering the distance between the CNT walls (~3.45 Å); only photoelectrons generated in the two outer walls will have enough kinetic energy to be detected. The photoelectron spectra were recorded at similar kinetic energies corresponding to high surface sensitivity, namely 400 eV for recording C 1s, 800 eV for F 1s, and 110 eV for valence bands.
energy to travel through the sample, overcome the surface barrier and escape into the vacuum, thus contributing to the photoemission peak. Thus, the F/C ratio as determined by XPS includes contribution of photoelectrons belonging to the two outer walls, meaning that the actual fluorine/carbon ratio of the surface will be twice the measured F/C ratio.

The chemical modification induced by the plasma treatment at the CNT surface can easily be identified by analyzing core-level spectra. The C 1s region XPS spectra for pristine and functionalized CNTs are shown in Figure 1. The peak at 284.6 eV is due to the shake-up process. 

The asymmetric component (1), which is common in metallic samples, is due to the interaction between the photohole created during the photoemission process and the conduction electrons. The second component (2) is an inductive component. The reported primary binding energy BE shifts in the C 1s level of CF₄ groups (n = 1–3) correspond to the following ranges: 3–4.8, 6–7.5, 7.5–10 eV, according to the number of fluorine atoms bound to the carbon concerned, that is, one, two or three, respectively. 

The importance of the inductive effect appears from the differences in binding energy observed for carbon atoms with different environments: for instance the C 1s BE of a carbon atom not directly bound to an fluorine atom, but a first neighbour of CF₄ groups (n = 1–3) groups, is shifted of 0.6 ± 0.2 eV when the given carbon atom is bound to only one CF group, and of 1.4 ± 0.2 eV when its neighbours are either two CF groups or one CF₂ group. From these reported results we can suggest the following attribution for the peaks observed in Figure 1: C₁F at 286.4 eV, C₂F at 287.5 eV, C₃F at 288.8 eV, CF at 291.0 eV, and CF₂ at 293.0 eV.

From Table 1, we can see that a maximum F/C ratio of 0.25 (equivalent to C₁F surface coverage) is obtained after 2 s of functionalization; for increasing functionalization times, this ratio is reduced. Figure 1 shows that for increasing functionalization times, the relative intensity of the different components varies. This trend suggests that certain bond configurations are more stable and/or are less influenced by the interaction with the CF₄ plasma. We believe that the reduction in the F/C ratio for increasing functionalization time is mainly due to the chemical interaction between the CF₄ plasma and the less stable bond configuration—fluorine plasmas are characterized by high-rate chemical interaction. 

As the ions in the plasma interacts with carbon atoms in the graphite layer of MWCNTs, fluorine atoms can either bond to carbon atoms or cut C–C bonds. The former forms C–F bonds while leaving graphite layers unchanged, while the latter can lead to vacancy formation and collapse of graphitic layers.

Figure 2 shows the F 1s core level spectrum recorded on the sample functionalized for 300 s. No major change was observed in the spectrum line from 2 s to 300 s of functionalization. At the onset of the treatment (2 s), the F 1s peak is symmetrical and centred at 688.5 eV. Upon increasing the treatment time, a weak shoulder appears at low binding energies, indicating that different patterns can co-exist.

Because valence electrons are involved in bond formation, subtle differences in surface chemistry may be obtained by studying the valence band region. The influence of the plasma treatment on the valence electronic states of the CNT is revealed by Figure 3, which summarizes the UPS valence band spectra obtained from five different samples: pristine MWCNTs and MWCNTs exposed to CF₄ plasma for 2, 30, 60 and 300 s.

The valence-band spectra were recorded using a photon with 110 eV of energy. The atomic subshell photoionization cross sections at this energy are 2 and 6 × 10⁻¹³ Mb for the 2p
and 2s fluorine states, and $2 \times 10^{-1}$ and $4 \times 10^{-1}$ for the 2p and 2s carbon states, respectively. The fluorine 2p cross section is higher than the carbon 2p cross section at this photon energy (~3 times higher),\(^\text{[18]}\) so that the plasma-treated CNT spectrum is dominated by photoelectrons emitted from fluorine-derived electronic states.

The valence band structure of the pristine CNTs is characterized by features appearing close to 3.5 eV associated with photoelectrons emitted from the 2p–p band, extending from 5.5 to 8.0 eV associated with 2p–s states and the mixed 2s–2p hybridized states at 13.6 eV. The o–π hybridization resulting from the formation of the CNTs gives rise to the intensity at 11.5 eV.\(^\text{[20]}\) The CNT spectrum is dominated by an intense C 2s region around 18 eV and a broad C 2p region in the range 9–15 eV.

The impact of the CF$_4$ plasma treatment on the CNT electronic valence states can be seen in the spectrum recorded on the sample treated for 2 seconds (Figure 3). Notably, the MWCNT electronic states are significantly attenuated. Photoelectrons emitted from the valence states of the plasma-treated samples generate new structures in the binding energy range of 5 to 16 eV. The broad feature appearing close to 8.3 eV was reported to be generated by photoelectrons emitted from anti-bonding orbitals of the C–F bonds with contribution of fluorine 2p states at high binding energy.\(^\text{[20]}\) The main contribution of the photoelectrons emitted from the fluorine 2p-like states appears at 10 eV. The structure close to 15 eV originates from bonding orbitals of carbon 2s–F bonds.\(^\text{[20]}\) The inset of Figure 3 shows that for increasing plasma treatment time, the relative intensity near 3.5 eV (associated with photoelectrons emitted from the 2p–π band of the CNTs) near the Fermi energy level is reduced. In agreement with results recently reported by Zhu, et al. showing that the field emission properties of CNTs can be enhanced or degraded depending on the CF$_4$ plasma parameters used,\(^\text{[20]}\) the valence band modifications observed here suggest that fluorination can be used to tune electron emission characteristics by changing the density of electronic states near the Fermi energy level.

Having fully characterised the samples spectroscopically, we next turn to the possibility of surface defect identification using gold nanoclusters as markers. Figure 4a shows HRTEM images of a pristine CNT after 5 Å of gold evaporation and Figure 4b the image recorded on plasma-functionalized CNTs (30 seconds followed by 5 Å of gold evaporation). In the inset, a high magnification illustrates the excellent state of the walls of the CNTs after the plasma treatment, indicating that, for the chosen parameters, the plasma treatment does not appear to damage the CNT surface.

As described by Fan, et al., the dispersion of a metal that weakly interacts with the CNT surface (such as gold) can be used to monitor the presence and dispersion of defects. The poor dispersion and small number of gold clusters in (b) suggests the absence of an excess of active sites for metal nucleation. The inset shows a magnified section of the CNT surface.
used to monitor the presence of defects. The gold evaporated onto pristine CNTs forms poorly dispersed clusters (Figure 4a) similar to those on the plasma-treated CNT (Figure 4b), suggesting that the plasma treatment performed using the current parameters does not create an excess of Au-trapping sites on the CNT surface.

In order to determine the exact nature of the gold-defect interaction, we performed a series of density functional calculations with a gold atom binding to various fluorine surface defects. Initially, we geometrically optimised two classes of fluorine defect on graphene, used as a simplified test system for a large-diameter nanotube. The first group consists of fluorine directly bound to a pristine surface—a single fluorine atom, a fluorine pair bonded to neighbouring carbon atoms [(1,2)-F₂ pair] and a fluorine pair bound to carbon atoms on opposite sides of the same hexagon in a third neighbour cis configuration [a (1,4)-F₂ pair], as shown in Figure 5a. The second group represent the surface-defect types that arise should the plasma start etching carbon from the nanotube surface, creating functionalised vacancies (vac), Figure 5b. The defects chosen were vac-F, similar in structure to the vacancy-oxygen structure (two carbon neighbours of the vacancy forming a weak reconstructed C–C bond, and the remaining under-coordinated carbon atom bonded directly to the fluorine atom), and vac-Fₓ, that is, a single fluorine atom added to each carbon neighbour of the vacancy. This second complex is highly strained due to the proximity of neighbouring fluorine atoms. There are other potential structures (such as vac₂-Fₓ) which could result from fluorine plasma etching, but we choose these two as representative.

A single gold atom binds to a pristine graphene sheet with an energy of 0.65 eV, sitting directly above a carbon atom with Au–C bond length of 2.26 Å, and an excess electron spin of 0.99 μₐ. This atom is highly mobile, with a barrier of ~0.1 eV. For the fluorinated vacancy structures, the calculations give behaviour very similar to that of gold interaction with oxygenated vacancies. The gold sits above a carbon neighbour of the vacancy (Au–C bond length of 2.10 Å) with a binding energy of 1.35 eV for vac-F₁ and 1.29 eV for vac-F, that is, Au binding to the fluorinated vacancies is around 0.7 eV higher than to the pristine graphene surface (see Figure 5d). This implies that Au deposited on a surface containing fluorinated vacancies will rapidly migrate and be trapped at such sites, having to overcome a barrier of at least 0.8 eV to migrate away. The dwell time of Au atoms on such sites will therefore be much longer than on the basal plane and these sites will therefore act as nucleation centres for gold nanoparticle formation. Thus, on etched nanotube surfaces containing fluorinated vacancies, we might expect a very different gold particle distribution (smaller particles with more homogenous distribution) than on a pristine tube surface.

When the gold atom is geometrically optimised in a site next to fluorine bound to the basal plane we observe a very different response. In this case the gold forms strong Au–F bonds and the resultant complex (either Au–F or Au–Fₓ) lifts off the graphene surface with no energetic barrier (see Figure 5c). For both the (1,2)- and (1,4)-F₂ pair, the resultant Au–F₂ complex is completely debonded from the surface, lying parallel to the sheet over 3 Å above its surface (Au–F bonds of 1.95 Å). There is a strong energetic driving force for this process, with a net energy release of 2.92/2.99 eV [for (1,2)/1.4,F₂] compared to Au and F₂ bonded to the sheet in isolation. The Au–F complex remains slightly closer to the surface but is nonetheless still largely debonded, with a similar energetic driving force (2.2 eV), resulting in the Au sitting above a graphene bond with an F–C distance of 2.19 Å, and the fluorine atom a further 1.95 Å above that. In all of these cases we no longer have a covalently bound fluorine species on the basal plane, but instead a molecular Au–Fₓ complex sitting at the same distance or further from the graphene than the isolated Au atom. We would therefore expect a similar (high) mobility for such species.

Thus, we see an interesting phenomenon of graphene surface “cleaning” induced by the gold atom, whereby surface-bound fluorine atoms are debonded from the surface by the passage of the gold. In cases where fluorine is simply bound to the graphene basal plane with no carbon atom etching, we would therefore expect evaporated gold to behave closer to that for pristine tubes, with no preferential pinning sites and hence no change in gold nanoparticle size or distribution.
Fluorinated Carbon Nanotubes

Since this is exactly the behaviour we see in the HRTEM images of nanotubes treated with low-plasma-power fluorine, we therefore conclude that we have not etched away carbon from the nanotube surface and are indeed bonding fluorine atoms directly to the basal plane. We note that majority peaks after rapid plasma treatment in the XPS spectra are associated with C$_2$F and C$_4$F coverage, consistent with the Au and theoretical results that the plasma is not etching the nanotube surface.

The use of graphene sheets in the calculations implies a lack of curvature; in small-radius single walled carbon nanotubes, surface fluorine binding is stronger and may not be so easily removed by gold.[31]

3. Conclusions

CF$_4$ rf plasma treatment of CNTs effectively grafts fluorine at the CNT surface, inducing changes in the CNT valence electronic states due to the formation of C–F bonds.

For increasing treatment time the relative intensity in the UPS spectra close to the Fermi energy level decreases suggesting that the functionalization of the CNT surface can be tailored. The fluorine atomic concentration depends on the plasma exposure time. The treatment does not significantly etch the CNT surface nor create active sites as evidenced the poor gold cluster dispersion.

DFT calculations confirm that gold on non-etched fluorinated surfaces is able to clean the surface by formation of metal–fluorine complexes which debond from the surface. Thus fluorinated vacancies, which may be induced through the use of higher power fluorine plasmas, will act as active pinning sites for gold nanoparticle nucleation. Examination of gold nanoparticle size and distribution is therefore a powerful technique for direct analysis of the fluorination behaviour on the nanotube surface.
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